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ABSTRACT
Agragamee Is the name of a development organization In Orissa which works among the trlbals
and other deprived castes and classes. Its main area of activity has been the Kashipur Block of the
District of Rayagara. which Is one of the most backward blocks of India. Now, Agragamee's work
covers 556 villages in 9 blocks of eight districts of Orlssa. Agragamee has all along emphasised
upon empower,, 1&nt of trtbals and other deprived groups and has believed In creating capacity and
political awareness In them so that they can fight for themselves. Agragamee has conceived of its
role as a partner In this struggle. Ttus article discusses the vision and activities of Agragamee with
a specific focus on its discourse on management of social transformation.
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Agragamee began in the dream of a young man who was Jooking for integral development for the tribals of the
country. This man is Achyut Das, who after his post-graduation in Mathematics from Utkat University, Bhubaneshwar,
had spent some time at SWRC, Tifonia. Before arriving in Kashipur, Das had already leamt from anthropological reports
that Kashipur was one of the most backward tribal pockets of the country. .Das came to Kashipur in April 1980 and
toured the entire Kashlpur block which consisted of 482 vlnages and hamlets. Traveling in this area was itself an arduous
task since most of the villages were inaccessible by either road or public transport sy~em and the tribals had enormous
fear of the outsiders. During his tour Das saw the ~bject poverty and misery of the tribals. During our conversation, Das
told me that initially the trtbals were avotding him because they took him for one of those officials either from the forest
department or the revenue department who periodically came to take away the best that they had: rice, milk, yogurt, etc.
In fact, for centuries, tribals have been exploited by the moneylenders known as sahuksrs and in the recent past
by the officials of the State. They controlled the economy and the destiny of the tribals. Over the years, the best land of
the tribals has gone to the non-tribaJs. After Independence the J>O'ltical leadership has also been In hands of the exploiters.
This was made clear to Das and members of his team by the base line survey that they had carried out of the locality in
1981. Das tells us about this In the·lntervlew I had with hkn:
The base line survey of 1981 was very clear that we need a political change. Out of the 17 sarpanches 13
were non- tribals. The teadershlp was in the hands of the non- tribals. The same concentration was also
in the economic field: the sahukars were the sarpanches, they were the leaders, they were the contractors.
Our response was: these fellows are controlling the entire system. Why not organize people so that they
fight on their own?
The base line survey of 1981 provides us a picture of the area which Das and his co-walkers had chosen to work.
Out of the total population, 71.3% were the tribals and 18.15% were of scheduled castes origin. On the educational
side, the survey lncficated that there were very few school buUdlngs and the teachers seldom are in the village. About
the picture of employment and production, the report reads:
The employment pattern here Is very irregular. Majority here don't know what is productive employment
and, as such, there is hardly any permanent source of employment which was used to be the forest.
Well, the.forest here has been depleted and degraded beyond Imagination. The agriculture is not at all .
profitable as the quality and shape of land Is very poor. The large labour force with more than 50% remains
unemployed half of the year. The opportunities tn Industry and mining are practically absent. The surplus
labour has decreased the wage rate and a dally labourer gets as low Ra.3/- whereas the minimum wage
declared by the State Government Is Rs.61· There are various kinds of bondage as It offers some security
to the working force. The vast labour force Is totally unorganlsed (SWRC. Kashlpur 1983: 22).
The report provides us the foUowlng glimpse of land alienation and consequent misery among the tribals: It Is a
fact that due to money lending tribaJs have mortgaged or sold their land to sahulcars. Now, despite land reform the best
and Irrigated land is owned by the sakuhars. The land alienation continues because of age old socio-economic
compulsions. The trlbals are to have much spending on alcohol and other ceremonies such as festivals and marriage.
The easiest thing that they can do Is to mortgage or sell the land to the moneylender though such transactions are illegal.
Our observations show that the tribal has got deep attachment to his land fo, he has no other alternative but to have a
crop once In every two years (ibid: 5)
About agriculture and the cropping pattem, we leam the following about Kashlpur from SWRC's baseline survey of
1981:
The agriculture Is primitive and traditional without any application of modem technology. The crop grown
are almost rainfed wtthout much of Irrigation available. There Is strong Inclination to grow mJHets such as
maize and ragi though rice ls also being grown. There are also pulse crops as well as oilseedsxxx
[Kashlpur grows) lakhs of rupees worth of oil seeds. Since there is no processJng industry excepting a
small private oil-mill everyth1ng Is taken outsjde and In the process the sshuksrs and tradesmen make a
lot of profit. The tribals are never aware of the support price determined by the govemment. Due to difficulty
in transport and storage the producers sell their stuffs without any bargain. One example Is that during
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I think mobilization of masses of people haS or had, inside, of Itself, organization. That is, it is impossible
to start mobiUzing without organizing. The very process of mobilizing demands organizing by those who
are beginning to be mobttized. Secondly, I think that both mobilizing and organizing have iq their nature
education as something Indispensable that is, education as development of sensibility, of the notion of
risk, of confronting some tensions that you have to have in the process xxx In the process of mobilizing, of
organizing, you need from time to time stop a little bit with the leaders in the groups in order to think about
the space you already walked xxx. A good process of mobiNzing and organizing'results tn learning from
the very process and goes beyond.

Paulo Friere in
Myles -Horton and Paulo Fr/ere (1990), We Make the Road By Walking:
Conversations on Education and Social Change, p. 117

The more privileged groups, who clamour for further expansion of higher education, are politically much
more powerful and better organized in pressing for what they want..To counter this resilient stratification,
what is needed Is more activism In the political organization of the disadvantaged sections of Indian society
Jean Dreze and Amartya Sen (1995)
India: Economic Development and Social Opportunity, p.95

Our management function Is not only the management function of providing Inputs, giving logistic support,
and carrying out socio-economic survey, etc. The managerial function of this process-oriented approach Is
basically to manage the forces: One Is the management of people's organisations and the other Is the
management of the countervaUlng foroes. The maJor management chaJlenge Is to see that all these forces
which are Interacting live In hannony and the work continues. You have to take along with you those who
are responslble for the success and failure of your organisation. I do not want to put a manager In every
village. Let people go through the entire pmcess of management. go lhrough cordlct. What we can provide
is a network. Management skins have to be developed with the resources within the vlUages and that
resource Is very much there.
Achyut Das,
the Director of Agragamee,
In conversation with the author

Introduction
Agragamee means pioneer, somebody who takes the first step forward. Agragamee is the name of a development
organisation In Orissa which started Its work among the trfbals of Kashlpur block of Orissa, one of the most backward
blocks of India. Agragamee started as a branch of the noted development organisation ln the country, the Social Work
and R~search Center d Tilonia, Rajasthan. In 1987, SWRC, Orissa established Is own identity as Agragamee by
registering Itself as a separate sodety. currently Agragamee's work covers 556 villages in 9 blocks of eight districts of
Orissa. The present essay describes the vision and activities of Agragamee with a apefiflc focus on its discourse on
management of social transfonnatlon.
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the season ragi and maize are procured and taken out of Kashipur and same thing is brought during the
lean period and sold in double the price (ibid).
It Is in this space that Agragamee began Its work. Its main obJedlve has been to create a condition so
that the tribals who have led a poverty-stricken and exploited life for centuries are able to provide food for
themselves and assert their rights. Thus food and voice has been the animating vision of Agragamee.
(Menon and Schenk-Sandbergen 1991 ).
When Agragamee began Its work nearty fifteen years ago in Its eartler• incarnation as SWRC-Orissa, it did not start
by offering any big promise to the people of the locallty. The workers of Agragamee spent time with the villagers. talked
to them, and through this provoked them to think about the condition of their living. In the evening, they used to run the
night schools where both the young and the adult of the village joined. This was an occ.asion for them to discuss with
the tribals the problems they face. Through the night school. the workers of Agragamee were able to establish tntimate
contact with the vfllagers.
.

At first, adults In some tribal villages were not enthusiastic about learning alphabets. ·They said. "Vie do not want
to leam the alphabets. What use has it got for us? Give us something useful: Then the workers of Agragamee uked
whether they would be Interested to build a check dam In their river. The hesitant tribals Immediately agreed. But for this
they had to mobilize resource and organize cooperative labour In order to supplement Agragarnee's contribution.
(Agragamee always stresses that nothing should be given to people for free). But while building the check dam the
tribals initially were not able to property add the adual proportion of cementt and rubbles to the mixture. So, they were
interested In leamtng the alphabets.

Different Programmes and Activities of Agragamee ·
Education has been at the comerstone of Agragamee's work: Agragamee firmly believes that education Is the key
to awakening the exploited masses for social change and a better quality of life. But by education Agragamee does not
simply mean tea<;hing alphabets but creating awareness about the structures of exploitation in which people live at present
Agragamee emphasizes political education and creation of alternative leadership among the tribals.
Non-fonnal education and innovative education are the two programmes Agragamee carries out in the field of
education for which it recetves support from both the Central and State governments. The Govt. of India also supports
the work of a dJstrict resource center In Agragamee which works as a nodal agency for the training of non-formal school
teachers In the four new districts wt,jch previously constituted the district of Koraput: Koraput. Raygara. Gunupur and
Nabarangapur. Recently an all-Orissa resource center for appropriate educational Initiatives in •the tribal areas ·has also
come up in Agragamee with support from a donor agency called ACTION AID. It is known as Sikhs Sandhsna.
For the opening of schoots in the villages Agragamee has aH along emphasized the following:
a)

The village should construct the school buHdlngs;

b)

It would only provide a teacher and two lanterns. The slates etc. would be given by the villagers:

c)

The teachers are selected from the locality and preferably trom the village Itself; and

d)

The school should be open to everybody so as to make mass-literacy visible.

Agragamee has used these achoola as an open forum not only for literacy or awateness building but also for village
level planning. In fact. most of the programmes of Agragamee are undertaken through these non-formal schools.
Agragamee has, from its Inception, atso worked In the field of Irrigation. food security, agricultural development and
land d~velopment among the tribals. Kutumba Psnthl or the village grain bank is probably the first thought-out scheme
of Agragamee to enable tribals to break the cycle of poverty, starvation, debt and bondage. 1 Under the Agragamee
grain bank scheme people contribute rice, millet, and other agricultural produce during the harvest season. Agragamee
provides a matching contribution to this collectlon. During the lean season, the needy people of the village borrow rice
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or millet from this coHection at a rate of Interest fixed by the village committee, which is a people's organisation in the
village created with the Initiative of Agragamee. Grain banks work as revolving funds which have the potential to grow
every year, thereby ensuring food security to the village.
This programme of Agragamee is now being replicated on a much wider scale with the qollaborative effort of the
Panchayat ,Raj Department of Govt. of Orissa, UNICEF, and development organisations like Agragamee. Agragamee's
programme of Kutumba Panthl has given rise to the Orissa Household Food Security Project which works in four brocks
of Orissa namely Kashipur and Dasmanlpur bklcks of old Koraput district and Lanjiguda (of Katahandi) and Tureikela (of
Bolangir district). tn Kashipur block, Agragamee Is the executing development organisation for this programme and it
now works in 207 villages (Agragamee 1994). As part of the work for this project, there are animators who work with
viHagers, teaching them how to manage their grain banks, hygiene, sanitation needs, and provide emergency medical
information such as the use of ORS during diarrhea.
•

Irrigation, land development, and enhancing agricultural productivity has been yet another Important area of
Agragamee's work with the trlbals of Kashlpur and Orissa. Agragamee builds cross buoos, check dams, etc. with the
active participation of the people. These help tribals to cultivate their fields lytng In the highland areas. Agragamee also
works on land development for the trlbals. Agragamee's report of 1982-83 describes one such effort for us:
The village Rastuguda In Manorbjsi Gram Panchayat is our contact vlllage. In course of the meetings and
contacts, it was found that the lands of the villagers were not bonded or cleared. Consequently, it was not
possible to preserve water on the lands, which usually affected the yleld of the crop. There is a water
channel on the higher level. It was found that bun ding and terracing could Irrigate the land easily. A
number of meetings and discussions was held to convince them Its usefulness. Then a target group
consisting of five poorest tribal farmers In the village was selected for assistance. Their lands were surveyed
and a comprehensive plan was chalked out. These five farmers worked· as a group to develop each
other's land. They were paid Rs.800/· on dally wage basis by us. Ten acres of land of these people were
developed in the process. As far as 160 man days were created besides bringing a sense of awakening
among the villagers as a whole. The programme was participated and supervised by our members. The
land development subsequently led to a number of village activities such as (a) formation of village fund,
(b) adoption of vegetable crops, and (c) exposure to market and other village level development. Now
the village has applied to the B.D.O. for the construction of a check dam. They have also stopped money
lending In the village.
Along with land development, Agragamee also stresses crop- planning. Its crop planning program involves Initiating
the tribals in multiple-cropping practices, adopting high yielding varieties (H. Y. V.), switching over to new crops and utilizing
fertilizers and chemicals. In fact, Agragamee has enabled the tribals to grow vegetables. It has established a vegetable
growers marketing co-operative society to help them get a better price for their produce.
Agragamee believes that irainlng and meetings for the target group are Important in the entire process of planned
intervention" (SWRC 1982-83). Agragamee regularty conducts training and demonstration programmes for the farmers
of the Jocafity. With the estabfishment of Agragamee's Agro Service Center at Mallljharan, such educational programme
•
has become much more Integral and systemaUc part of Agregamee's activities. The center has been established with
support from an International donor agency named German Agro Action.
Micro watershed project is another protect of Agragamee for multi~nsional development of land and its equitable
distribution among people. In high land areas. It develops what Is called dangar land, which belongs to the revenue
department of the State. Agragamee currently works on two watersheds It has built In Tadapel and Bundel. After the
watershed is fully developed. land entitlement would be given to the needy and landless trlbals through the village
committees. Through the work of watershed, Agragamee seeks to advance the following policy changes for tribal
development:
.
'
I. The Government has to accept the fact that each tribal viltage can be visualised as a micro•watershed:
2. Each micro.watershed Is to be defmed from specifac agro--climatlc conditions;
3. AH the resources meant for development of tribals should be mobUlsed for the watershed;
.•t
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4. Land entitlement should be ensured;
5. Training of the tribal beneficiaries in watershed development and agroforestry has to be taken up; and
6. Market network is to be established so that agricultural produce gets remunerative price (Das : 17)
People's mobilisati~n for fighting for issues of rights and livelihoods has been one of the consistent activities of
Agragamee. From the beginning, It has taken up issues like bonded labour and payment of minimum wage to the
labourers. During the initial years, It organised labourers to demand minimum wage from the contractors. It brought a
case to the notice of the administration when workers in three villages- Aegnasll. Tarli and Angar-were not given their
due minimum wage by a contractor and after nearly a year of fight they finally got their due. It also worked with people
of a village called Gotiguda where mining labourers were getting only As.3/- per day; they got Rs.SJ- per day after
Agragamee's intervention. When the State of Orissa under the chief minlstershlp of Blju Patnaik declared Rs.25/- as
minimum wage Agragamee mobilised people to demand for the same. In one case, because of Agragamee's intervention.
a government department had to reimburse lakhs of rupees to the labourers who were underpaid even after this declaration
of minimum wage.
But now instead of demanding for minimum wage from either government departments or the private contractors
people have begun to take up contract for development work themselves. • Village committees established with the Joint
initiative of people and Agragamee have been successfully bidding for contract for work in their areas. Funds received
for this stay in a Joint account book In the name of two persons nominated by the village committee.
In the same way, they also manage the public distribution system (PDS). Earlier the dealership for fair price shop
was in the hands of the money-lenders. Now In a majority of villages In Kashlpur the dealership for fair price shops ts In
the hands of the village committees. General body members of a cluster of villages select a person of competence and
license is given to this person by the civil supplies authority to run the PDS In a locality. This public distribution center is
managed by a committee formed In a general meeting of the members of the households of the center, a committee in
which every participating village has Inevitably Its representation. "The committee sits every month and discusses the
•
inflow and outflow of stock. prtclng, accounts. profit and loss. etc. The price Is fixed by the committee
taking Into
consideration the expenditure Incurred on different
heads. The committee Is accountable before the General Body. To
•
manage the public distribution center efflclently, Agragamee conducts periodical training programme for the committee
members, on preparation of records, managing accounts and on other managerial skills" (Agragamee 1994: 37-38).
Agragamee's annual report of 1993-94 also tells us how the members of one such center at Sunger are planning
to register a formal society called Anchalik lokashakti, Sunger to look Into the developmental activities of the area.
Over a period of six years they have generated a capital of Rs.36,000/·. Agragamee feels that their self-managed systems
are •an attempt to eHminate the middlemen/ traders in the process of supply of essential commodities" (ibid: 38).
Ghasl MaJhi of the village Haliasaht of Mandibishi Grampanchayat Is one such dealer. People of the surrounding
villages have nominated him to be the dealer of their fair p,lce_ shop. Until recently he was working as a bonded labourer
in the house of the village "king". But he has been released and rehabilitated as a result of the efforts of Agragamee. In
fact, the entire village of Haliasahl until recently consisted of bonded labourers and all of them have been released and
rehabilitated. When they pressed their masters for their ~elease they were threatened with eviction from their house
sites. But they were successful In staying this move (see below). Now the village of Haliasahi has purchased a plot of
land in the name of the whole village~ Ghasl also has purchased some land for himself.
A~un Behera, the Agragamee worker who has worked with people like Ghasl In this locality for years told me that
lmtlally Ghasl was afraid of the workers of Agragamee. He could not believe that 'he would wrest freedom one day.
Besides. he was a drunkard. But now though he has not totally left drinking (partly because of the fact that he has been
chosen as gaunt/a (headman) by people of eight to ten villages where It Is customary for him to accept offer of drink In
ceremonious occasions) his drinking has certainly come down a lot because of his children who threatened him that If
he drank heavily they would report it to ·A~un Angya" (Atjun Sir). On our way back from Hafiasahi In that rainy night
Behera told me near a flowing stream that he wants to change the name of this village from Hallssahl to Jagabalis Sahl.2
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Women's mobiUsation now constitutes yet another Important activity of Agragamee. lnttially, Agragamee had not
paid enough attention to women's development programmes. But with the joining of Vidhya Das, IJ. sympathetic analyst
of women's problems and a passionate activist, Agragamee speeded up Its work In this front. (It must be noted here that
Vidhya Oas Is Achyut Das's wife and she was worklng at SWRC, Tllonla before Joining Agragamee). Agragamee has
taken up various activities for the development of tribal women. It provides leadership training to them and helps in the
'
establishment of MahHs Mandsls. One such MahUa Manclsl is Msndlblshl Mshila Mandsl in Mandiblshi panchayat of
Kashipur btock. Mandibishl Mahlla Mandal was activated by the assurance of the Biju Patnaik Govemment In Orissa
that It would grant licenses to registered women's societies / groups for collection and marketing of minor forest produce
(MFP). lt organised the women of the locality and collected broomsticks from them. Instead of selling it to the contractors
of the Orissa Tribal Development Corporation (OTDC) they had plans to process the broomsticks into brooms and sell
these themselves. The women of many vtlages of Mandiblshi had stored their broomstick stock in the community storage
room of Haliasahi. They were waiting for the formal Hcense for purchase and processing of minor forest produces. But
one evening, the officials of the OTDC along with representatives of forest department and police descended on their
village. They forcibly took away the 173 qulntals of broomsticks that they had painstakingly collected for months, abusing
verbally and physically the leaders of the Mahila Mandal. But this has not dampened the valiant spirit of women. They
filed court cases agalnst the concemed officials for manhandling them and forcibly taking away their stock. As a result
they have now received their licenses and have succeeded In getting their seized materials back.
During my visit to Mandiblshl. I met Lakaima. Gunjulima, and other women of the locality. They told me about their
determination to tight for their rights and dream of a new life by processing their produces to~Hy and selling these (see,
Girl 1995). In this regard, Vidhya Das also told me during our Interview that Agragamee wants local products to be
processed locally so that there Is a value addition. Agragarnee ls nc111 taklng up tumeric processing and market it through
the women's groups. Agragamee has also stmllar plans lor the processing of Alasl, an oil seed grown In the locality.
Agragamee has also helped In the formation of credit societies among women. About this Vidhya Das says: 'We
have regular meetings of the contributing members. They say that If we can pay money lenders so much let us fix a
slightly higher rate ot Interest for ourselves so that our money can grow faster. After all, everybody does not have the
advantage of borrowing. Those who get the advantage should, at least, pay a reasonable amount of interest. This Is a
logic developed by women themselves." Vidhya Das also told me that in small ways women have been supported by
Agragamee for collective vegetable production. Women work on a piece of land they leased for this purpose. For this,
Agragamee supplies seeds free of charge In the first year and In the second year this supply Is provided through an
Interest-free loan. In some of the villages, collective vegetable production has given Income to women so that they use
it as a credit fund. Now Agragamee la also encouraging women to have their credit network at the panchayat level.
Agragamee has also iuppo,ted tribal women In the localtty In their fight against alcoholism. The tribal women like
Sumonl Jhodla, Andharl Mafhl, and Sabal MaJhl have I~ the campaign for banning Uquor and it Is because of their
struggle that the then Chief Minister of Oriasa, BlJu Pamaik, had ordered total prohibition In the State. Women leaders
such as Sumonl Jhodla have also brought survival Issues to the forefront In the planning for agricunural development in
the locality. A few years ago when the Government was planning to start coffee plantation In the high lands, Sumonl
reasoned with the district collector not to do this so since the local people urgently need food crops, not coffee. She also
argued that the tribala could not control the coffee plantation system and eventually they would become labourers in a
huge_proffl~aking machine. The Goverrvnent finally agreed to the women's demands and started alternative programmes
of agro forestry in Kaahipur•
•

Agragamee's recent work on women's development has provided new momentum to its striving for a life of dignity
for the trlbals. It has to be noted that this emphasis has been the product of..a lot of soul-searching. As Vidhya Das
further tells us:
We found that the leadership which we were to'ino to Initiate was not coming about because the counterorganization to the process whk:h we were initiating waa very strong. The male leaders we were identifying
were being easily captured by other elements within the social m111,u of Kaahlpur. Animators were doing
. good wor1< In the llmfted environment of their viHage but when they had to work on larger development
issues they were not able to take up the challenge. So, Agragamee had a lot of questioning within itself
as to why this is so and why ls it that the Issue-based activism that we had taken up is not catching roots
in these areas. Then we thought that for a community which has always been on the margins of survival

.
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the easiest option has atways been tempting. PhysicaUy people here are so weak! But among the women
it is different. Women have always found strength In their group, In doing things coHectlvely. So, whenever
you ask them to take up some responsibility they do It In a collective way. Of course, it takes a lot of time
to convince them but once the conviction ls there the strength of the conviction Is so tremendous that
they cannot be easily let aside. So, I argue that whatever Issues we take up let these be taken up under
the women's leadership.
Vidhya Das illustrates her confidence with examples. She tells us that three years ago, it was mainly the men's
committee which was taking up village level work.• -Sut In a majority of cues com,ptlon came in. But now women's
committees are taking up the vHlage level work and the problem of corruption Is vanishing." For her, '1t is because
women are very careful with their money. They just \'/II not tolerate someone pointing fingers at them because the
group feeling is very strong. Unlike men, when women go to the office of Block Development Office they don't go alone.
So they cannot be euHy tempted to corrupt practices."

Training and capacity-building Is yet another important dimension of Agragamee's ~xercise in social intervention.
For Agragamee, development process has to emphasize .·development of human resourcesn and It must aim at developing
ihe potential and managerial skin of the people by Imparting training on various trades" (Agragamee 1994: 22). It provides
training to village committee members on the following: the policies and provisions of the govemment schemes and their
implementation through village committee; Panchayat Raf system; political education, social analysis, management of
village funds (Kutumba Panthl, Management of PubHc DlstrlbuUon System); forest protection and forest laws; common
property resources and their utilisation; soil and water management and blo-farmlng. Agragamee also provides regular
training to Its animators. It must be noted here that the animators are the paid staff of Agragamee who play a key role In
the implementation of its various projects. Very often an animator has to look after two to three villages. Agragamee
also carries out training programmes for youth club and Mahila Mandal members.

Some Crltlcal lurns In the History of Agragamee
Agragamee had a modest beglnnlng in May 1981 with support from SWRC, lilonia. Agragamee had its first external
support from HIVOS, a Dutch donor agency, which was provided for a year. After It the organisation was faced with
severe financial problems as It took sometime to submit a follow-up proposal. Though an interim proposal was approved
by the Bread for the Wodd of Germany the actual support reached It around the December end of 1982. The group was
In severe financial crisi- none of the staff members took salaries for 4 months and one of Its friends supported the
group by mortgaging his wife's gold.
Another critical moment came when the group established Its Independent Identity as Agragamee, separate from
that of SWRC, Tllonia In 1987. In keeping with the Government of lndla regulations under the Foreign Currency Regulation
Act (FCRA), the foreign currency number of SWRC, Orissa, which allows for receipt of foreign funds was canceled.
This led to serious financlal dlfflculty for the orgarisation. Knowing the need of his co- workers and because of his inability
to provide regular salary to them Achyut Das advtsed therJl to explof'e posslbllitles for jobs In better endowed organlsations.
He also offered them help In ftndng weH-paytng Jobs. But none left the group. Finally the group decided that all of them
would take some Rs.5001- per month tlH their financial situation Improves. When Agragamee got its ovvn foreign currency
number, It paid back au these aneara. Dlfflcult moments Uke this has tested the slncertly and determination of the members
of the Agragamee team and have gone a long way in creating solidarity.

Another turning point in Agragamee·s htatory Is the arrival of the IFAD (lntematl()nal Fund for Agricultural
Development)- assisted Orissa Tribal Development Protect in ~shtpur In April 1988. ,Agragamee was requested by the
Govt. of Orissa to be Involved with this project and was entrusted with the task of human resources development for this
project. But when Agragamee supported people's demand that development work should be given to the village
committees, not to the private contractors, there was attack on Agragamee by the vested interests. It compUcated
Agragamee's operations In the vtnages, finally forcing AgrJgamee
to withdraw from this project.
•
The encounter with IfAD was a crltlcal tum In the history of Agragamee not because it had to return the already
sanctioned grant to IFAD but because of Its perception that IFAD continues to systematically destroy the ethos of
developmental action as mutual responsibility that Agragamee had cultivated over the years. Basic to Agragamee's
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intervention is the fact that nothing should be given free. When Agragamee takes up any action for people's developmentwhether it is the construction of a check dam or a school bulk:ting--it Insists that people should contribute to these activities.
For Agragamee, this helps in creating awareness and solidarity among people. But in the IFAD sponsored activities,
huge funds are dumped for building roads and bridges without any clause for participation. This creates a different
mind·set within people which Is difficult to change.
It is said that when adversity comes it does not come alone; it comes with all its friends. Now Agragamee's problems
have been aggravated because of the start of mining operations In Kashipur. In 1994, this work was to begin near
Sunger. But people of the locality immediately started resistance to the proposed mining operations. In such a critical
Juncture, Agragamee feels that It has a moral responsibility to be on the side of the people. People of the locality
apprehend that if mining takes place they will be evicted from their own homeland. It will also wo,sen their economic
prospect since after the loss of land and homestead the only Job that Is In store for is that of unskilled labourers. They
know only too well the fate of oustees of other similar projects. In fact, Rengall ls not very far from their locality where
the oustees from the lndravati hydro- electric project are still struggling for basic needs ~ven after twenty years of their
eviction. Agragamee runs an educational and rehabilitation programme for these oustees as well.

· The Management Functions for Human Uberatlon
We are coming to the management issues in the functioning and management of Agragamee as a development
organisation belatedly. The IRMA-sponsored collaborative study on management of development organisations has
identified the following management•related questions to be asked In the context of our case In hand: mission, goal,
and objective of the organisation; organisation development (OD) efforts within the organisation; design, function, and
performance of the organisation; and the logic of its management of task environment which consists of such important
categories of actors as the resource providers (the government, donor agencies, and the volunteers), the target group,
and the commensals (other development organisations) (IRMA 1994). I present below aspects of Agragamee's discourse
and practice in the above fields of management.

Understanding Agragamee's Vision:
A Critique of the Goal-Directed
Approach In the Modem Management Discourse
Agragamee stressest that It does not have a clear-cut goal but has a vision. This vision is to enable the tribals to
realize their potential as human beings. to awaken the humantty within them so that they can live with dignity. The trlbals
have been oppressed for centuries and despite the post-Independence rhetorics of the government about their all-round
development their basic rights to a life of dignity have been systematically denied. Agragamee's vision Is to enable the
tribals to fight for their life and rights. However, it does not want to be the etemal spokesperson for their causes but
seeks to create capRbllity withtn the trlbals so that Agragamee becomes redundant soon. Achyut Das as well as many
of his colleagues urge that In understanding Agragamee Its vision needs to be understood. Of course, embodiment of
this vision In the life of the actors as well as the community where activism Is at work requires fonnulation of short-tenn
as weH as long-term goals. It requires formulation of projects with clear-cut goats which have a time·bound mandate as
well. The different projects described above have been driven by specific goals. But Agragamee stresses that an
organisation should not be characterized by Its goal but by its animating vision. The actors of Agragamee state that
Implementation of several income-generating activities can be goal of an organisation; it cannot be its vision. Its vision
has to be human liberatioo- liberation of human beings from existing structures of exploitation and realization of their
freedom. As Anll Pradhan, one of the animating workers of Agragamee, says Its goal Is not to teach tribals how to make
pickles but to enable them to realize their freedom.
Because of the sheer deprivation of people, Agragamee lnstinctlvety feels that Its goal Is to provide the needy people
something. For Agragamee, when one sees malnourished children and anemic adults one cannot articulate onets goal
excepting in terms of welfare. As Achyut Das says, ·1t has to be a service- oriented organisation because of subsistent
needs. But at the same time, because of the particular development orientation that Agragamee has chosen for itself It
is not ready only to be a service organisation. This dilemmi has been right from the beginning."
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Along with this and parallel to the distinction between goal and vision is its distinction between project-oriented
approach and issue.oriented approach. As Achyut Das says: .., don't say that Agragamee has an overall goal because
when we began we self- consciously tried not to have a project-oriented approach. Our Immediate goal was to make
people understand the process of money lending and mobilize people to fight against It."
For Das, itlere can be another dimension to this. Once you state a goal you also mobilize your resources accordingly.
Then our entire work becomes mechanical." In case of Agragamee. Das says. "pur planning has been creative and
issue·based. We add creative variation to whatever programmes we execute, for Instance. Insisting on the participation
of people In the programme that we execute on behalf of the government." For Agragamee. understanding the
management of a development organisation like It has to have a process-oriented approach, realizing that the managerial
dimension of a process·oriented approach Is basically the management of different forces - forces of change as well
as the countervailing forces which resist changes.
In maintaining the distinction between vision and goal. Agragamee seeks to celebrate the open-endedness of Its
goal. When Agragamee came to Kashipur In the vision and practice of only a few young men fourteen years ago it had
no clear-cut goal before itself. It had only a lot of enthusiasm. It did not promise tribals a heavenly world overnight
either. As It worked with the trlbals they jointly Identified areas of action which they can undertake. In fact, It Is the
tribals. i.e.• the target group who have continuously shown the organisation new ways in its wanderings and explorations.
Professor Chitta Ranjan Das (from now onwards C.R.Das), the President of Agragamee and an engaging
experimenter of alternative education and alternative relationships. takes this distinction between vision and goal into
new heights. In his discussion with the workers of Agragamee during Its last annual meeting In September 1995, C.R.
Das emphatically stated that a goal which Is not capable of change along with the change of time and the march of
one•s life Is not worth calling a goal. C.R. Das also asked them probing questions about their self· definition and identity.
For Das If to be an Agragamee worker means to be a pioneer then where are they pioneers, and in which society are
they so? In his words:

Are we pioneers in the society we have come from? But we didn't stay in that society. Instead we have
come to these highlands to solve problems here. Then are we pioneers in this society? We are not and
we cana;1ot be because we do not come from this society. We ourselves are not tribals. If we were an born
here then we would have related to problems here as our problems.
We have to be clear about what we are and .our commitments. The society of which we are pioneersAgragamees--ls yet to be; it Is a society which exists no where but Is going to be. a society whose hour
has come. We are Agragamee In the dream of another society apd in seeking to realize this. It It is a
society where man recognises another human being as human being. There Is no model of this society; it
is a society that might be and might not be. Do not think that you have come here to emancipate the
tribals. No matter how many watershed we build, how many grain banks we help to form we will not be
able to totally ellmtnate their poverty but we can certainty help them realize themselves as human beings
and let this be done through education. Let education be at the root of all our strivings.

C.R. Das and Achyut Das seek to dissolve the familiar dichotomy between self-interest and altruism that usually
characterize the formulation of goal and formation of Identity in case of voluntary organisations. A voluntary organisation
Is not there only to save the world and emancipate all the downtrodden from V1e shackles of oppression. In fact, the
creativity of a voluntary organisation Hes In the creativity of Its workers whom C.R. Das. building upon Gandhi, calls
Rachanatmska Kam,/. Therefore. the goal of an organisation which reflects its broader vision of human liberation must
be dear to its members. It must translate Itself to self·enriching goals and practices on the part of the actors.
It is for this reason that the vision of a development organisation cannot be discussed without at the same time
understanding the llf&goal and aspiration of Its members. The IRMA collaborative framework on the study of management
of development organisations puts the goals of an organisation In one box and the volunteers In another box of resource
providers. The IRMA model of management inquiry Into this question has looked at volunteers only as resource providers
and paid employees of an organisation who subsidize its costs of operation. But in order to understand the functioning
of development organisations which are animated by a vision of human Hberation. we have to understand the self-formation
of the employees of an organisation who look at their work differently. different from the hegemonic logic of what Roberto
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M Unger (1987) calls work and exchange. We have to understand the ways employees of an organisation identify
themselves.

It is undoubtedly true that the employees of Agragamee get paid. But they get paid only Rs.1200/- per month and
the maximum salary paid to en Agragamee staff Is Rs.1500/. This Is also the salary of the director.3 The employees of
Agragamee say that they have come here not just for earning money. They continue to work with Agragamee despite
consistent bites of malaria and difficulty In work environment because they have tremendous Joy In seeing Joy in the face
of fellow human beings such as Ghasi Majhi.
An activist is what comes closest to the self-identification of the workers of Agragamee. They do not look at
themselves as mere development workers but primarily as activists. For the workers of Agragamee, it is essential that
the activism of a development organisation must be physically demonstrated In the life-style of its members. The target
groups of all most all development organisations live in conditions of extreme physical deprivation and the life.style of
the managers and employees of these organisations must reflect this. In this regard, Achyut Das tells us, 'We could
gain the trust of the tribals because we could physicaNy demonstrate our activism. When we came here we did not have
any vehicle. We used to walk mlles-15-20 miles, at the least-to reach villages. After such long walks we also did not
accept food in their households. We cooked our own food." In fact, during the last annual meeting Das told his co·
workers: "If Agragamee has anything to be proud of then It ts Its activism. Let all our pride be evaluated in the yard stick
of our activism."

Organlsatlonal Design and the Case of Agragamee
From Agragamee's discourse on goal and vision for human liberation when we come to the question of organisational
design we confront the question - whether the tasks and responsibilities of the development organisation are allocated
in accordance with the requirements of its goal-objective strategy and whether the design of Agragamee has any relation
to its stated goal and strategy (IRMA 1994). Regarding the first question, Agragamee has a mixed approach. lt believes
that specific allocation of tasks and responsibilities will create specialised compartments within the organisation and
would obstruct the spontaneous flow of thoughts and creative sharing of responsibllity. So, for the major part of its existence
Agragamee has emphasized collective responsibility and flexibility towards change of positions and tasks. But as
Agragamee has grown, it has also felt the need for specific allocation of tasks and responsibilities. For instance, in the
last general body meeting specHlc task has been aUotted to different workers who will head different programmes and
activities. But some workers resisted this move by arguing that such specific allocation might create inflexible orthodoxies
within the organisation and do away with the spirit of spontaneous creativity and coUectlve responsibility.
How Is the design of Agragamee related to Its goal and strategy? Agragamee's organisational design, it states,
reflects its wider vision. Its orga~zatlonal structure gives an Image of antl-hjerarchlcal stance within the organlsatlort.
The reaHty and its perception Is, of course, different about which we wil dacu!JS at great length when we come to discuss
the intemal management within Agragamee and Its evaluations - sett as weU as external. Agragamee's salary structure
does not permit large dlfferenttatlon: It having only two slabs-Rs.1200/- and Rs .15pol·. This salary structure helps in
making all the workers feel that all of them are partners in struggles. It supposedty sends a message that there is no
boss and no subordinate In this struggle.
Another aspect of Agragamee's organisational design which reflects its vtslon of human liberation is its emphasis
upon decentralisation. For Agragamee, the struggle for life and light must necessarily be a decentralised process. It
believes that concentration of power not only In the hands of the State but also in the hands of organisations which work
at the grass roots Is Inimical to the people's quest for freedom. Decentralisation has become another fashionable label
in the whole semantics of contemporary liberation. But the current discourse of decentralisation merely points to the
need for devolution of power from the center, It does not have any programme for restructuring the center and creating
centers of autonomous self-organisation at multiple levels of society (see, Glri 1994a; Unger 1987). In this context,
Agragamee stresses decentralization as a process of creation of autonomy and self-organisation at different levels of
society. Agragamee thinks that In the development dynamics that has been unleashed in our country for the last fifty
years It is the organisations which have become more powerful at the expense of the people. Agragamee identifies Its
goal as to lhe reverse this trend so that ultimately people become powerful.
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Agragamee strives to embody the principle of decentralisation in its organisational design and functioning.
Agragamee has different field centers within Kashipur and has different projects in other districts of Orissa. These centers
and projects are encouraged to be autonomous. In fact Agragamee self consciously tries to turn its field projects into
independent organisations.
The question of centralization and decentralisation in the study of a development organisation is also related to the
inheritance and a growth of the second line of leadership. How is this question taken up in Agragamee? The director of
Agragamee says that he now genuinely wants to hand over the leadership of the organisation to the local tribals. After
having established an adequate infrastructure for development work and having created a mobilizational basis for
developmental action, Das wants to w;thdraw. But at present he Is not confident that indigenous leadership is sufficiently
well developed to take up this task. Oas is also interested in developing a second line of leadership within the group. He
says that he does not want to be the master of their group for ever.
Such an attitude of the top man In the organisation and his capacity for withdrawal has been a source of
encouragement to the young workers. They come to Agragamee for learning and after a :While they form their own
independent organisation with active support from the director. Sudhanshu Dalal Is one such young activist of Agragamee
who has just started an organisation at Phulbanl named BARO. But Dalal says that others In the organisation were
jealous of him.
•
Regarding the question of Inheritance now there Is a clear indication that after Achyut Oas his wife Vidhya is not
going to take up his place. On both the question of inheritance and second line leadership, the following statement of
Achyut Oas provides us a lot of Insights: Unlike the Gandhlans we don't want to build an ashram and be its prisoner. I
must be in a position to give a deadline that by this and this day we must quit and that day is not very far. May be I will
be here but not within this structure. This structure has some limitatlons which I have realized. It is not going to Initiate
radical social transformations In a time-bound way. The system Is not going to be totally Identified by the people. T hey
can't be owned by people. If people don't come up you can't sustain It by leadership from outside. That way I see the
danger of my continuation where leadership will be always from outside.
Along with the issue of centralisation, professionalism also poses an important question. One important research
question in thi.s area is, whether the development organisations need and want professionally trained manpower?
Whether the design of these organisations Is adequate to accommodate professional inputs?" (IRMA 1994: 24).
Agragamee needs and wants professionally trained manpower especially as it is expanding its activities and as it takes
up activities like watershed management which requires more technical collaboration. But hiring professionals implies
payment of higher salary to them than paid to the workers which is dangerous In the long run, destroying its organisational
structure which ;s based on equal salary. To combine this challenge of simultaneously meeting the need of professional
input and maintaining an organlsatlonal design based upon equality and dignity Agragamee has devised some creative
strategies. It has been Instrumental In the formation of groups such as Orissa Professional Development Consultants
(OPDC), Rayagara and Slkhya Sandhana, Bhubaneshwar. Those who work In these organisations have professional
training on educational and technical matters and they offer their services to Agragamee. They get their salaries from
these organisations but carry the spirit of Agragamee. In other cases, Agragamee hires the services of professionals
and pays them out of specific project grants. One such instance is the deployment of the services of professionals of a
Delhi-based consultancy agency named TARU for studying the envtronmental Impact of mining in the locality. For this
Agragamee has managed a special grant from the donor agency HIVOS.
11

Functioning of the Organisation
Planning for manpower is an important question In the research on management of development organisation.
How does Agragamee plan for Its manpower? How de,as it Inculcate Its values In the new entrants of the organisation?
Does It make any effort to maintain the moral of the team?
Usually Agragamee does not advertise for its position and those who join Agragamee do so having heard about it
from some of Its friends. Sometimes friends of Agragamee within the academy and In the other fields recommend their
students and other acquaintances to Agragamee. Thus recommenders play an Important role in Agragamee's recruitment
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process. Professor Jatin Nayak of Sambalpur University Is one such. He recommends his students to Agragamee.
One of his students currently heads Agragamee's educational unit.
Regarding the process of acculturation into Agragamee, it works in many ways. Of course the first process of
acculturation is t~e work itself. To work In remote areas of Kashipur where many of these villages are inaccessible by
road requires a great deal of detenninatlon and courage. The first six months become a period of testing for the
newcomers. Those who cannot withstand such difficult work environment leave Agragamee. The new entrants also
work under the apprenticeship of the old timers in· the first six months.·
Agragamee does maintain sustained effort to maintain the moral of the team by engaging its workers in regular
self- evaluations (More about this when we discuss the whole evaluative process at work in Agragamee). in this regard,
C.R. Das plays the role of a perennial gadfly. He continuousty challenges Agragamee workers to rise upto the heights of
growth awaiting upon them individually as well as collectively. For instance, Das challenges them:
Let whatever activities we are carrying out continue! But let us also take up programmes which open their
eyes. Is it the work of our night school to teach a,b,c? Do our schools have the same goals as Ashram
schools? Do we give them anything after they learn the alphabets. We are dealing with the tribals and
tribals are there all over the world. Why can't we write books on the tribal problems and t~bal folk-cultures
and send it every month to the students of our school? It would be all the more better If we write these in
the language of tribals Instead of only In our language, I.e. Oriya.
Another issue with regard to the functioning of organisations Is the question regarding their choice of activities.
How activities are chosen within Agragamee? When It began. Agragamee had not gone with any predetermined set of
activities. Open-ended interaction with people was its only activity. Its intimate relationship with people led them to
share ·their problems with Agragamee which It has striven to solve as a partner. In one case. the people of a village
were not interested in starting a night school. They wanted Agragamee to help build a check dam. But as discussed
above through the building of a check dam they learnt the significance of learning alphabets and numbers. But when
Agragamee has grown bigger one does not know to what extent people have Influenced the choice of programmes adopted
by Agragamee. Consider, for Instance, Agragamee's withdrawal from IFAD and its adoption and implementation of
Orissa Household Food Security Project. Thus in order to answer the question, "whether there is any ·actual' (not Just
stated), involvefnent of the target group in the selection of activities," it requires detailed investigation' which has not been
possible in my present research engagements.
A related issue here is the question of a wide range of activities that a development organisation takes upon itself.
In this regard, scholars of such organisations tell us that most often such activities are taken up not to fulfill the mission
of the organisation but to fulfill Its need for legitimacy and social approval. How does Agragamee fare vis·a·vls such
problems? Agragamee has taken up multiple activities. But more than its multiplicity of activities what strikes one is its
enormous spatial spread, now working In eight districts of Orissa. Some workers of Agragamee feel that it has failed to
systematJcaUy pursue follow·up programmes. But whether this lack of foltow up Is actually there or not and whether this
Is due to Agragamee's spatial spread and multiplicity of activities remains to be Investigated ln further research.
While establishing one's legitimacy is a motive in case of many development organisations spreading themselves
into a wide- range of activities, Agragamee Is concerned with the question of credibifity. Agragamee seeks to be a credible
champion of the tribal cause In Orissa for whiCh It feels a strong need for a much wider basis. It is perhaps for this
reason that Agragamee works In eight districts of Orissa.

Management of the lntemal Environment
Discussion with the leaders of Agragamee on this issue begins with their reaction to two issues that many external
evaluations have pointed out: one that Its proportion of women workers In the staff Is •not adequate and the other is that
crucia( decisions in this organisation are carried out by a core team. For Instance, during our conversation with Vidhya
Das on this issue, she began with the following statements:
a)
b)

whether the internal structure is democratic or undemocratic Is Irrelevant so far as it fulfills a mission:
It is of less Importance to look at Agragamee's structure per se rather than its work and relevance
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Slmilar was also the reaction of Achyut Das. Regarding the lack of 50°to of female staff in the organisation. Das
says that because of Its work In remote, Inaccessible, and malaria-prone area, It Is not easy for Agragamee to get single
women. But he feels that now the situation Is changing because more and more women are willing to Join it because of
the unemployment problem for educated women In Ortssa. It, however, encourages husbands and wives to work together.
At the same time, Das tells us that since the continuity of single women after their marriage is always a question, the
organisation is hesitant to Invest in them. Agragamee feels that it is always a right thing to invest In the local tribal
women who are eventually going to be the leaders. He urges us to understand that even If Agragamee does not have
many women workers "still women's issues have been taken very strongly In Agragamee."
Regarding the process of decision-making within the organisation Das says that major policy decisions are taken In
the general body meeting with the Involvement of all the workers while the administrative decisions on which it Is not
possible to consult everybody are taken by a small group. The broad policy frameworks like the salary structure, the
kind of activities to be taken up, etc.• are decided by everybody. But Issues like firing and hiring of a person are decided
by a small group. Once the policy framework Is decided It Is rigorously followed and all the administrative decisions are
as per the policy decision. To my question how the administrative decision-making Is perceived by the staff. Achyut
Das said that It could be either autocratic or democratic.
At the same time, Achyut Das shares with us some of his dilemmas In managing the Internal environment of
Agragamee. First, people work for a salary which Is meager. Given the kind of problems workers with lower mlddle
ctass socio-economic backgrounds have, this appears to be unfair, though one is not convinced of their capacities to
manage things in the best possible manner. The lack of professlonallsm among the workers makes it difficult to manage
the entire process. The intellectual gap between actors at different levels-for Instance, between the field staff and the
tribals and that between the staff and the core Agragamee team-constitutes yet another challenge for effective
management. For Das, this lack of professionalism makes It difficult to decentralize the whole operation. Thus despite
decentralisation. there Is still dependency on the core group for dectslon-maklng and management.
Achyut Das makes it clear that this dilemma is a direct product of the contradiction that exists in Agragamee's
structure and sentiment, I.e., the existence of a mixture of radicalism and professionalism. In his words:
We are neither a radical group nor a professional social service group. If we were a radical 9ocial action
group, we would not have been able to build this Infrastructure. At the same time, we don't want to build
huge infrastructure because we believe It will corrupt us. But we can not dispense with the need for
professionalism In our management and functioning either.
Another aspect of Agragamee's lntemal environment that strikes Immediately an observer is the issue of health
management. The campus of Agragamee at Kashlpur suffers from lack of systematic attention to hygiene and cleanliness.
One sees a lot of dirt around. It seems Agragamee does not have any systematic and efficient mechanism for garbage
coffection, sweeping and waste disposal In Its campus. A related Issue Is the consciousness regarding these on the part
of Agragamee workers. For Instance. Agragamee has Issued notice to all Its workers that they should use mosquito•net
everyday without fail to protect themselves from malaria. But some field staff seem not to be very serious about this.

The Question of Performance
Agragamee's perspective on the measurement of performance of a development organisation Is In line with the
prevalent view that there are considerable dlfflcultles •in measurement of total output of the non-profit development
organisations." Agragamee pleads for canylng out a social cost-benefit analysis of Its activities and Impacts, for Instance,
finding out how much money-lendng has been reduced by the Introduction of_grain banks? In Achyut Das's words:
Suppose you have constructed a water harvesting structure then what is its social relevance? Now women's
groups In our locality have become vety active but we have not spent huge amounts of money for this .
.How do we carry out the social cost-benefit analysis of our education programme? One way to do this Is
to find out how many people we have taught. The other way Is to find out the social cost: what Is the
enhancement tn social relevance of a person now that he has become literate and can resist a particular
process which Is wrong?

--

------···
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The question of performance of an organisation Is Intimately tied to the question of its evaluation. Evaluation of its
activity is a regular feature of Agragamee. There ls both intemal as well as external evaluation conducted on Agragamee.

Internal Evaluation
Agragamee had carried out its first self-evaluation in 1984 (see appendix for the criteria for self-evaluation it had
used). The recent lntemal evaluation of Agragamee and Its affiliated organisations was conducted during October 1994
to February 1995. Agragamee had engaged the aetvlces of three outak:ters - one management consultant, one social
actMst, and one academician • .. who are famlHar with its strivings In this evaluation process. Terms of reference (TOR)
for this evaluative exercise was prepared In a three days workshop of staff members, animators, facilitators of the
evaluation and others. This evaluation found the following on the following aspects of Agragamee:

(a) On Its alms and obJecHves
I)

The evaluation felt that while a substantial number of people In the target population are well aware of the aims and
objectives of Agragamee, some others think of the •organisatlon as a substitute of the Govt. and a contractor to
undertake development work" (Agragamee 1995: 3);

ii)

"The programmes / activities undertaken by Agragamee have not onty propagated Its alms and objectives rather It
has created space to develop the awareness level of people and has made them more articulate than before"
(ibid);

iii)

"The explanation and expreulon capaclty of the staff 1s not so spectacular as It Is generally understood. Besides a
few others have no such clear Idea/ understanding regarding the objectives ol the organisation and activities
undertaken by Ir (ibid)

(b) On flnanclal transparency
1lle evaluators found that financlal statement presented at the General Body Meeting only shows the total financial
transaction, i.e., how much money came and how much was spent. Many staff members have discontent regarding the
organisations secrecy on financial matters." -rhe Project staff even do not know about the money come and spent at the
project level," some complaining of "mismanagement of money by the project hel\d'' (Ibid).

(c) On Decision Making
(i)

According to the opinions of 1he staff the decfsions at prolect, sub-project, field center ·level are taken independently
but in some cases they have to depend upon the head office at Kashipur because of which the progresS' of most ls
adversely affected'' (Ibid);
11

(ii) . ·At the village level the decistons are generally made by the village organisations like Vdlage Committee, YQUth

Club, Mahlla Mandal, School Committee, Watershed Committee, Forest Protection Committee, etc. But sometimes
It Is found that the villagers need the hefpt guidance and advice of the project field center staff."

(iii) "Though the evaluation found that the decisions regarding the management of Grain Bank, determination of the
interest rate of the loan taken out of this bank. waiving away the Interest of the loanee If not able to repay, management
of PDS center, management of right acheme etc. are taken by the people Independently some aspects of watershed
development have been Imposed on people" (lbtd: 6);
(iv) ••• decision making process within the organisation is more dominating than democratic" (ibid: 7).

(d) On· Decentrallzatlon of Power
Despite the scope for power decentralization within the Agragamee structure, ,nterferences are always there In
the actMties of the sub-projects from the Kaehlpur office• (Ibid: 9). Project leaders face many problems because of this.

---
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(e) On Administration
i)

Quarterly staff meetings and project director's meetings are organised in which administrative issues are discussed
and the staff give their opinions 1reely and frankly'' (Ibid: 9);

ii) Six to seven persons who constitute what is not clearly defined as a core team "have a larger say in the major
decisions and administrative matters" (Ibid);
.

iii)

"Transfer of personnel In the organisation Is minimal and is generally carried out only when a new profect or field
center is opened" (Ibid):

iv)

Disciplinary actions are taken on the grounds Uke misutilisation of organisation asset, disorderly conducts etc leading
sometimes to dismissal of the persons concerned. But ihere Is no written procedure or regulations and these are
carried out at the discretion of the director and at times In consultation with the so-called core group members"
(ibid); and

v) ..Insofar as administration is concemed there Is high degree of transparency and sharing of Information at inter and
intra project lever.

On Training and Human Resource Management
i)

The evaluation found that "women leadership in the organisation is only confined to the women development
programmes instead of the organisation as a whole" (ibid: 10);

if)

•Almost half of the staff members of the organisation say that Inadequate / no opportunity given to them in form of
training to Improve their skHVpersonality. Few members feel that only a handful of favoured staff members are
spent for various trainings" (ibid).

On Difference Between Male and Female Staff
The evaluatidn found that generally work Involving less responsibHlty is assigned to women staff. But women
volunteers workers seek higher responsibility.

On Job Commlbnent
No staff member is required to sign any bond or agreement during appointment. Some staff members have transit
attachment to the organisation. •1n recent years most of the staff members who have Joined the or.ganisation have
considered this as a stop-gap arrangement and have left as soon as they secure higher paying Job. However, in general
the staff who have worked for more than a year or more have developed strong commitment to the organisation and the
causes" (ibid: 12).

On Relatlonshlp with the Director/ Leader of the Team
The evaluation states that "very few people interact freely with the director and the staff located at Kashipur are
more free in their interaction than the staff staying at other projects. Opportunity for individual growth as per capability Is
decided by the Director" (Ibid: 14). The intemal evaluation report also states: '7he credibiUty of the Director is very high
in the organisation and he is a source of Inspiration and encouragement for the staff. A particular management style
can't be attributed to the Director as It ranges from authoritarian to democratic• (lbJd: 15).

The PracHce of Crlllcal Self-Reflection
The above critical remarks about Agragamee's over-all performance was carried out by Agragamee Itself. This
shows that Agragamee Is aware of the need for creating critical reflective space within Itself. In fact, the first self-evaluation
was carried out in 1984 and It was a conscious choice. Achyut Das also lays bare the Internal contradictions within the
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structure of Agragamee. As mentioned above. Das feels that the existing structure has its limitation in totally being on
the side of the people. This has become clear to all concerned during the ongoing antl·mine struggle in the locality (see,
above). He feels that the existing structure has some legal binding for which the organisation Is not able to provide total
support to people. Now It Is constrained to support them from the behind only. Despite this, two of its workers have
been implicated In police cases. Das says that Agragamee has to make up Its mind what it wants to be. If it wants to
be on the side of the people during their crises then It has to be prepared for risks.
Agragamee's president Chitta Ranlan Das also works as a source of perennial criticism for Agragamee. He says
that the wortcers of Agragamee must be prepared for self-crltlclsm both as an Individual activity and one that Is carried
out in a communitarian setting. For him, the real test of Agragamee comes when people are ready for confrontation with
the existing systems. What Agragamee will do when people begin to confront the structures of the old society? On
whose side the wortcers of Agragamee will be? For C.R. Das, this decision cannot be an organisational decision since
this has to be personally arrived at by everybody. This makes urgent the task of adequate preparation on the part of
each wortcer as an Individual. C.R. Das also told me that a dlaloglcal forum within the organisation has been created
after a few years of experimenting to respond to the lack of free flowing and spontaneous Interaction between the
· workers and the leadership. On his suggestion, everybody started sitting together and discussing each others' problems
as well as that of the organisation. This helped to create a dlaloglcal and reflective space within the organisation which
also helped to democratize the structures and functioning within It. Das also feels that given Agragamee's central emphasis
on education, its workers are not creative enough in writing and publications.
While discussing the strength and weakness of his organisation Achyut Das, however, stresses that the organisation
has never felt shy to own up Its mistakes. Transparency in the organisation and lack of vested interest in the leadership
to perpetuate itself have helped Agragamee to grow, Das remarks.

External Evaluatlon
The funding agencies of Agragamee - private and public - carry out periodically evaluation of Agragamee's work.
The Dutch donor agency HIVOS has been one of the consistent supporters of the activities of Agragamee. HIVOS has
carried out external evaluations of Agragamee, the first being In 1982. The last evaluative study by HIVOS entitled
11
Agragamee: Food and Voice" was carried out In 1991 (Menon and Schenk·Sandbergen 1991.). It states: ••••there are,
no doubt, very effective activities In Agragamee, such as the training of an animator who reaches many villages, the
grain banks and the non·fonnal education and Innovative schools. However, the Impact team has the impression that
there are also shortcomings at different levels In the effectiveness of the organisation" (Menon and Schenk•Sandbergen
1991). The evaluation raises the following questions about Agragamee:
a)

It can be asked If the expansion to so many districts has been effective. More Intensive work In a smaller area
might have been more fruitful;

b)

It can be asked If besides the collective approach a household and/or more Individual approach would not have
increased the effectiveness of certain activities, as e.g., access to all kinds of government loan programmes and
Individual loans from the village funds;

c) It can also be asked If the policy not to recruit technical professional skilled personnel from outside has turned out
to be the right policy In view of the not successful Implementation of Income and employment generating projects;
d)
.e)

It can be asked If It was effective not to take an electricity connection at the headquarters when it was possible (too
luxurious). The capacity of the solar light Is limited; and

It may be asked If the policy not to implement social service programmes such as nutrition programme for children
in the NFE schools and preventive health programmes are Justified In the context of malnutrition and bad health in
particular of women In the project vHlages (Menon and Schenk..Sandbergen 1991: 26).

"°ragamee felt that the methodology of this evaluation was not participatory and the Impact study team was bound
to its term of reference without trying to understand the process of Intervention with which Agragamee has been
associated. Regarding Its suggestion for attending to Individual needs Agragamee states that "a tribal as an individual
may get a variety of benefits but without a community ownership cannot enjoy this benefit." It "can never believe that
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;ndividual benef;ciaries oriented schemes are the solutions to the tribal problems" (Agragamee 1991: 5). Regarding the
impact study team's suggestion for taking up welfare programmes in health and nutrition, Agragamee's rejQnder states:
Agragamee does realise that the tribals are malnourished, the drinkJng water Is not safe and houses are
unlivable. But Agragamee's objectives are not as the same objective of a charitable organisation. The
Impact Study Team should have no Illusions that Agragamee woul~ run creches ar'tcl other welfare
programmes. Agragamee stands for empowerment and it shall remain the same as long as it exists.
HIVOS is to shortly carry out another evaluation and In Its term of references rt states that HIVOS maintains an
organisafional rather than a project approach In Its evaluational exercise. -nils Implies that the evaluation takes account
of all activities of the organisation Involved, Irrespective of the sources of funds... The evaluation also wants to aasaas
the development of second llne leadership within the organisation. But Agragamee wanted to add some new points to
the HIVOS terms of reference. It has particularly stressed that organizational analysis should Include an analysls of the
structure of the organization: "a) strength and weaknesses.within the structure, b) the limits of the existing structure and
its expansion, and c) new approaches In the structure." It also suggested that methodology for evaluation should be
totaHy participatory.
·

Management of Donor Agencies
Donor agencies are an Important part of the task environment of the development organisations. How does
Agragamee manage its relationship with the donor agencies? What Is Agragamee's experience in this field? What is
Agragamee's perception of what It calls the changing trajectory of the field of funding for the NGOs?
Agragamee states that its management of donor agencies Is based on its strength. This strength lies in Its credibUity,
its deep foundation In the love and trust of the people with It works, and its capacity to work in extremely difficult
circumstances. In the words of Achyut Das:
When negotiations with donor agencies take place we are strong enough to ask to our funding agencies
about theJr credentials, sources of funding and the organisations they support, etc. We will not like to
establish partnership with a funding agency which supports an organisation working for the landlords in
the name of agrlculturaJ development. Glvtng money Is your business because you are getting it for us
and for us spending It means having certain degree of transparency. You examine us. you visit us any
number of times you want but when you are giving money you are giving It for a Joint enterprise. Managing
all these International agencies has been a straight forward affair because they know that Agragamee
has a reputation of saying •no• to any funding agency.
He further tells us:
The conflict Js centering around a particular kind of politics: either we are saying no or they are saying no.
tn the voluntary sector now there la a lot of groupism and polltlcklng. Take for Instance our experience
with Bread for the World. It la a Christian donor agency but It has a clause that It can also support other
non-religious groups. When we began they supported us In a small way. But at the same time they were
expecting us to be afflHated to some of their partners so that we are In control of them. Something like a
big brother out there to control you, to look after youl But we did not do that. After some time, they said
that they are not going to support us. We are not part of a racket but part of a process on tha ground. If
you are not going to support us then someone else will do so. All the Chrf.lan funding agencies will
definitely avokl us because we take a stance that If you are going to evaluate us then we wUI certainly
evaluate you. They are not ready because they are not ready to face embarrassing questions.
Das feels that usually donor &genaes have an autocratic style of functioning. "If they want to hang you they can do
thar and for this they use evaluation aa an Instrument. But Das Insists that terms and references for evaluation ahouJd
be mutually agreed upon. Having formulated the project. It should be a party to the formulation of terms and references.
He also suggests a panel of names for the l8lecllon of evaluators.
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In this regard, Das tells us about his confrontation with Food and Agrfcuhure Organization, Rome regarding the
evaluation of Its supported project In Kashlpur. He was invited to prepare aproposal for evaluation. The FAO headquarters
told him that It would have an extemal evaluator but he insisted that the evaluation team should also have an evaluator
from the locality as suggested by Agragamee and should be paid the same amount of honorarium that Is given to other
evaluators. FAO did not agree to its condition for equal honorarium and Agragamee withdrew from the evaluation.

C.R. Das also presents a similar perception about the evaluators from International agencies. For him, Many a
time, the evaluation Is done superfluously for which one has to submit an answer. It would not have been necessary If
those who come as evaluators were able to see things rightly."
111

Regarding the HIVOS evaJuatJon, Achyut Das told me In the interview I had with him:

Ole area d our conflict is why 10% d our staff are not women. They also say that only three or four
persons are taking decisions In Agragamee. We say that these relatlonshlps are part of a historical process.
Whatever we are doing ls not because of any self-interest but for a cause. If you are committed to that
cause then SUPPQrt us. We don't say that you don't evaluate us but you understand that Agragamee Is
fighting for a cause. You take aide wfth that cause: money Is secondary.
Regarding Agragamee's Interaction with HIVOS, Agragamee's director says that the donor agency has been
extremely considerate. But he has all along shared his critical comments on It with its concerned authorities. Das says
that he was not ln favour of HIVOS opening Its regional office In Bangalore. He says: 111gave them the theory from
nuclear physics that two particles of nuclear nature attract at a distance and repel when they are squeezed together. In
correspondence. I have criticised everyone of their policies. They are looking after Orissa but there Is not a single
Oriya in their Bangalore office."

my

Management of communication with donor agencies Is a challenging task for a development organisation.
Development organisations usually follow a supplicant role In their Interaction with these funding agencies. For Instance,
an organisation which I had studied earlJer asks the pennlsslon of Its partner International organisation In the United
States even on such matters as providing refreshment to the beneficiaries when they attend its meetings (see, Glri'
1994b). But this Is not so with Agragamee. For Instance. looking at the correspondence between HIVOS and Agragamee
one is struck by 'the straight-fo,wardness and boldness of the development organisation. It states cleariy what Its position
Is and does not present Its crittcaJ remarks In sugar coated form. Achyut Das also addresses his addressees In donor
agencies fn first person while he gets addressed as "Mr. Das". Das tells us about this:
Sometimes my language ts quite strong but now I have been trying to watch my language. Now I reply In
a professional, obfectlve manner. The personal element Is no longer there. When we began with HIVOS,
sometimes these letters were personal. But this Is no longer the case. And German Agro Action would
not entertain anything personal. You have to look at It from the other side. The kind of persons who are
now coming In donor agencies are not Interested In you as a person; their only concern Is project and
report.
Das agreed with me that in tenns of writing a letter there is also a managerial problem In terms of structuring
sentences. Earlier Das wu typing al his off1clal correspondence himself. But no\v he gets these done through his
secretaries and shows these to his other colleagues so that these are to the point and most specific.
During our conversation Achyut Das also told me about the emerging preferences for funding In the voluntary sector.
For him, all the intematlonal donor agenaes now show a particular tendency to support big projects. As he understands
this Jog•c: 8The bigger the project, better for the Interest of those who work In It. If th& project.is not big enough then they
cannot Justify the higher salary structure for their staff, the rent of their building. etc. There are very few lntemational
donor agencies who go In for amaH voluntary organlsdons these days." He also states that for the funding agencies the
concept of their funding Is changing vary fast. ~undlng ageooea now do not support projects purely for welfare; they
support projects for empowerment. The traditional welfare concept now has become diluted. If I want to give mid-day
meal or run school that ktnd of money la now dlfflcult to get:
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Management of Other Voluntary Organisations
How does Agragamee manage its relationship with other vofuntary organisations? Agragamee states that it has a
cordial relationship with other organisations whom It does not look at as mere adversaries and competitors. It believes
in playing a creattve end consc;entious role tn builcHng a NGO movement In Orissa. It Is now part of two NGO networks:
the AH India network of SAMPADA and the AH Orissa network of SAMHATI.
Agragamee has helped in the emergence of many development organisations in Orissa who now work in different
parts of the state as its sister organisations. AH these organisations were earlier working as field projects of Agragamee.
But after years of training and apprenticeship the concerned project directors have been encouraged to start independent
organisations. These work as sister organisations and carry the spirit of Agragamee's struggle. Insofar as policy for
their Internal management Is concemed, they devise their own.
Why does Agragamee encourage Its fJeld projects to declare Independence from itself? Apart from its noble goal
of decentralisation, there are strategic reasons as weJI. Jf all these projects were under Agragamee's direct and formal
leadership then it would not have been easy to secure funding for an its projects. Others could have easily pointed finger
at It receiving so much grant as one slngte organisation. It would have also led to the leadership's burden of supervision
of the entire operation from its headquarters at Kashipur. Achyut Das further t°'elps us understand this:

s;nce challenges are there, Ag,agamee cannot be there everywhere. So, independent organisations would
have to come up. Now networking is the catchword; unless and until you are working as part of a larger
unit nobody Is going to take note of you. The basic Idea Is that you need to have some co-ordination in
the changing socfo·poJitical situation. Things are changing very fast. Now because of new economic
policies the tribal areas are going to be opened up for multinational operations and mining. But where will
the tribals go? To the city centers to work as cheap labourers and prostitutes? Your vote banks are no
longer the tribals, they are the Mandalities--backward classes, minorities, etc. After 1o years or so, you
never know whether the tribal issue Is going to remain an Issue at an. Our challenge now Is to keep it
remain an issue because we know that if the Government does not g;ve special emphasis for the protection
of tribal population It would face the same fate as it dtd in the U.S. or Australia. To give them an
understanding of the changes that is taking place it is Important to work In a larger area and to network
with organisations who are working on similar goals.
There is an institutionaJly established network among Agragamee's sister organisations. Achyut Das says that he
and his co-workers do not have any major confUct with the sister organisations because they are "very conscious" about
the quality of their relationship. He tens us: 'We take up projects together. If there are conflicts It is resolved in a democratic
manner. I would expect that they work Uke Agragamee. But as long as some basic vision is there we are able to work."
Regarding networking among the NGOs Das also says that many of these Initiatives are coming out of the donor
agency initiatives. But the donor-driven networks among the NGOs are not able to maintain their independent critical
stance.
Regarding the competition for resource In the voluntary sector, Agragamee says that it does not have to compete
with other organisatJons. Agragamee works in the Interior pockets of Otfssa where It requires tremendous resolution on
the part of Individuals and organisations to work. Even when International donor agencies or the government want
development organisation to take LI> projed In Kashipur there Is no taker for such offer. In the words of Das: •1n a
physical sense we don't have any competition at all." Moreover, the donor agencies with which Agragamee has been in
partnership does not encourage competltlon. He says that if HIVOS supports an organisation thar.i it will not support
another organisation working In the same area.
There have been changes In the voluntary sector as well which provides challenges to the vision and practice of
Agragamee. Agragamee feels that many voluntary organisations now fook at themselve's as development contractors.
There Is also now an fncreaslng tendency on their part to base themselves In the cities. As Vidhya Das says, voluntary
organisations now don't have any need to state that they are working for the poorest of the poor. A new mercantilism
and professionalism has set In the voluntary sector where the target group have the least priority in Its scheme of things.
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Agragamee and the Management of Government
Agragamee stresses that the relationship between the govemment and a development organisation has to be a
dialectical one: it cannot be either totally supportive or totally dismissive. In the name of radicalism total silence shoukf
not be maintained vis-a-vis govemment simply because the government Is a very important player in the field of
development. Agragamee thinks that despite bureaucratic constraints It Is easier to work on the government money
compared to that of international donor agencles·because •after all. It Is our money." Agragameets director further tells
us:
Collaboration and conflict wlH always be there vis-a-vis the government. You can't take a cut and dried
position that you are pro-government or antl-govemment. We must collaborate with the government
because it has a mandate for rural development and removal d .poverty. When we take government
work, we go one step ahead. If the government gives Rs.30,000/- for constructing a water harvesting
structure we say that let people contribute another Rs.10,000/- so that It will be a quality work. We always
look into how the Government scheme can be Improvised through people's participation. That way,
collaboration with the government becomes tripartite: we are collaboratlng with the government, people
are also collaborating with the government. Incorporating this aspect of people's participation, we present
government schemes as new proposal to be sanctioned by the concerned authorities.
But there Is a limit to collaboraUng with the government. Agragamee now realizes that collaboration with the
government Is a difficult process. The development process has become so much politicized that In the process of
implementation of governmental programmes, a sincere development organisation has to Inevitably face many vested
interests. Agragamee leamt this lesson quite weH by Its association with the IFAD-assfsted government project. This
project had a lot of money. So, all the parties starting from the top to bottom want to have their share. Agragamee's
insistence that development work should be done through the village committees wa~ not to anybody's liking in this
case. So, all these forces started campaigning against Agragamee. After Its withdrawal from this project, Agragamee
had to lose a very Important means of estabDshlng contact with the people and providing them service. When Agragamee
felt that all the vested Interests were out to destroy It, It Is at this time that tt agreed to accept the offer by UNICEF to
implement the project on food security. Through this programme Agragamee was able to recapture its ground vis-a-vis
estabHshlng vibrant Hnka with people and work In an wider area.
Agragamee also stresses that a development organisation should not be totally dependent upon the government
~ere must be some balancing. You get some money from the govemment. some from outside, and generate some
resources on your own so that you &19 not putting an your eggs In one basket.•
For Agragamee. management of government means much more than managing one's interaction with govemment
as a resource provider. It also means managing people's Interaction with government as a structure of exploitation and
as a guarantor of rights. TradltlonaRy, the tribals were mortally afraid of the govemment offlclals. Officials from the forest
department and revenue department were considered the makers or breakers of their destiny. We get a vivid picture of
this in the novel of the GyanapJtha-award winning novelist Goplnath Mohanty's Parsja. Mohanty (1946) describes how
the life of an entire family has been traglcally destroyed because Sukra Jani, the head of the family, has not responded
to the offer of a revenue official for sending his daughter to his camp for a night. In this place of fear, Agragamee has
Instilled courage and fearlessness In the minds and hearts of the people. Now they.are not only able to fight for their
rights but also to take on the Govemment for Its failure to keep up Its promises.
Two clear Instances of people taking on the Govemment are the fighting for collectlon of minor forest produces
and the continued agitation against the ensuing bauxite mining operations In Kashlpur. Both these confrontations could
have taken a violent tum but for Agragamee'a Intervention. Agragamee has managed to keep people's responses nonviolent despite strong provocations from the Government.. In fact, non-violence Is an Important aspect of Agragamee'a
management of people's response to govemmental encroachment of their rights and extraction of their resources. Al
Vldhya Oas tells us about Agragamee'a experience vla-a·vl• the antl•mlnlng struggle: Nlf people are non-vlolent and
continue to put pressure on the Govemment they can sustain the movement for a long time. In the mining case If we
had not given support then the agitation could have easily turned violent and the suppression of people could have been
tremendous."
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Agragamee's experiment teaches us Important lessons about the management, of people's mobilisation where
governmental structure and policy Is the target of people's Ire. On the mining Issue, Agragamee had advised concemed
authorities of the Govemment to distribute relevant Information about the mining operations and the consequent
displacements. On the fight over forest produces, the workers of Agragamee had maintained maximum restraint otherwise
It could have easily taken a violent tum leading to probable loss of life on both the sides.

Management of Conflict
Agragamee has to walk a tight rope In Its work with the deprived sections of the community. It works with both the
scheduled castes and the scheduled tribes. Though the living standard of a large number of scheduled caste population
Is no better than the trlbals, some of them have been used by the local landlords to establish their authority over the
poorest section. The scheduled castes who are called dsmas In the area and are feared by the tribals for acting as
informers to both the money lenders as well as the govemment officials. Tribals also fear the damas for stealing their
crops as well. In this context, management of relations between the HartJans and the trlbals becomes a challenging one
for Agragamee. Though .It says that It Is committed to the upllftment of both Jhe Harijans and ·the trlbals, It takes a pro·
tribal stance In the management of conflicts between the Harijans and trtbals. Given the fact that the tribals constitute as
far as 90% of the total population In some of the areas It works, Agragamee has a crucial need for winning their trust.
•
overture towards the Hartjans sometimes makes winning this trust dlfflcult for Agragamee. At the same time, Agragamee
consciously strives to Integrate the HariJans and the trfbals so that Issues are fought In a larger terrain and both the
deprived sections are able to fight against the upper-caste non-trtbals who actually control the whole thing. As Agragamee's
director tells us: We see that more number of HarlJans are on the staff; If there Is a training programme we see that
more number of Harljans are taken In It." At the same time, Agragamee has Instilled courage within the tribals to resist
extortion of their wealth and resources by the Damas. the Harljans. Agragamee looks upon this as part of its duty to
empower the most deprived.
Management of conflict has not been an easy one for Agragamee. As usual, It has asked for blood and tears and
the workers of Agragamee have not hesitated to pay these es well. In April 1984, Achyut Das was mortally attacked by
a group of non· tribals while constructing a check dam on a perennial stream. He and his co-workers were constructing
this dam for the benefit of the recently released bonded labourers. He tells us about this: The management of such a
conflict becomes complex; negotiation was succeeding but It finally failed because of the countervailing forces. We had
told them that only 113rd of the water will be diverted for the bonded labourers and 213rd of the water will go down to
their fields. But they still came and attacked us. They wanted to murder me on the spot.
In its strategy of management of conflict, Agragamea has tried to build on the pro-poor policies of the Govemment
for mobllfzlng support. Das here gives ua the example of management of conflict over the homestead land In HaHasahl.
The people of the village who were bonded labourers had been there for three generations. But their land was bought
and sold by three persons without their knowledge. When Agragamee came to know of It. the new landlord was trying
to evict them. Agragamee brought this to the notice of the Additional District Magistrate In charge of development. The
Magistrate was furious about how such a thing has been possible, ordered actions against officials who had approved
such transactions, and finally decided the case In favour of the tribals. In this case Agragamee had tried to manage
conflict by involving the administration.

Management of Market
,

Agragamee has also considered It Important to teach people how to manage their Interaction with market.
Agragamee believes that the trlbals should have a fair knowledge of the market. Agragamee conducts meetings In the
villages regarding support prices declared by the Govemment. ft also distributes weighing machines among people so
that they are not cheated by the vendors and the shopkeepers. It also strives to create weekly markets in places where
there existed none. One such Is the weekly market In Mandlblshl. Previously there was no market In the locality and the
villagers had to walk about 15 kms to Kashlpur for selllng their products and to purchase necessary things.
Agragamee realizes that market management has been the weakest skill among the tribals. Entrepreneurial skill
is something that they must obtain. The market for which tribals depend for cash and consumer goods is controlled by
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the outsiders. Das tells us that this market is neither a buyer's market nor a seller's market. Tribals require cash for their
clothes and for drinks, etc, and they go to either the money tenders or the traders for procurement of cash. Both these
agents of market purchase the produces of the tribals at a throw-away price as distress sales.

A Issi is an oil seed that tribals of Kashlpur grow in abundance. (It Is such an important part of the life of the local
tribal that C.R. Das says that Alas/ Is not a mere oll seed; it Is also an institution through which one can get a picture of

the life of the tribals). Tribals also sell their oil seeds to outsider merchants. Agragamee has calculated that every year
nearly five crore worth of Alas/ Is marketed out. Because of money lending, 50 °k of it goes out as distress sale. 25% of
it is spent on liquor and 25% spent on purchase of consumer goods during the festival time. For Das, "So, this area Is
absolutely finished. We argue that If this five crore worth of money remains Inside Kashlpur, then you do not depend
upon anybody for your developments."
Agragamee has mobilized people to demand for local processing of their produces so that there Is a value addition.
It has the same strategy vis-a-vis local produces like the tamarind and the broomstick. The previous Government of
Orissa had agreed to people's demand for Installing oil-seed processing unit In each panchayat. In this regard, Achyut
Oas urges us to understand that Its Initiatives lfke the Kashtpur Vegetable Growers' Association were formations to give
the trlbals a better deal In the market. Initially it was able to fight with the vested Interests to provide them a better price.
. But this co- operative could not function because of changes In co·operatlve law which allowed outside vested Interests
to come in:•
For Agragamee, managing the market means Introducing more players into the scene. "The question is whether
you are able to give that kind of skill so that people are able to manage their resources and the market. The long-term
goal is to enable people to control their market: once they 4o It, It will solve 90% of their problems."
Agragamee Is now working on formation of small micro- enterprises In the tribal areas. It also stresses that It Is
Important to federate these micro-enterprises so that they can benefit from having things In common - for instance,
having a common manager or a common transport. For Das, even all the grain banks should have their common stock
In one place so that even If one grain bank Is not successful It can borrow from the buffer stock lying at the panchayat
level. Similarly, he believes that all the Mahlla Mandals can be part of a federal structure of a larger organisation. This
would help them control, for Instance, the entire broomstick market.

And NoJM·1�j'1rget Group
Agragamee Is dependent upon Its target group for its very existence. Agragamee believes that it cannot work In
the area if the target group does not approve of It. 1ft fact ltls the target group which has provided strength and succour
to the organisation during Its hours of crtaes. One such crisis which threatened the very existence of the organisation
was the aHegatlon made by the then local M.L.A. on the floor of the Assembly of Orissa sometimes in 1992 that the
workers of Agragamee ware molesting tribal women. An Inquiry commission was constituted by the State Government
to look into this. But the women of the locality came forward in thousands and told the authorities that this was a conspiracy
hatched by the vested fntaraata to mallgn Agragamee. In fact, the women In a village did identity a girl who had been
paid by the conspirators to give evidence before the commission supporting their allegation.
The target group is, no doubt, differentiated along lines of caste and gender. Whlle In case of caste, Agragamee
stresses on differential empowerment sJmllar Is not the case In case of gender. Agragamee consciously works towards
the empowerment of trlbals vls·a-vls the extortion of the Harljans. But In case of gender exploitation and gender Inequality,
Vldhya Oas herself makes it clear that Agragamee tries to consciously underplay gender difference so that the process
of developmental change Is not hindered. She also helps us understand Agragamee·s point of view:
Equality does not mean just doing the same thing. The moment you Insist that women should do the work
that men do you further undervalue the work that women do. Thus you should fight for up-valuing the
work that woman do. You also upvalue the voice of women 10 that whenever women say something they
· are heard. We are not highlighting men-women contradiction. We don't say that women's Issues are
women's issues alone, these are community Issues., survival Issues.
This is also the point of view of C.R. Das. For him, the primary Identity of a tribal woman Is one that bears the
marks of vlctimage and exploitation. In his Intervention on this subject during the last general body meeting �n September
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1995), he told that the it ts general societal exploitation which simultaneously affects both men and women which Is a
greater cause for deprivation than gender dJscrimlnation per se. For him, a tribal male Is beating hfs wife because he Is
the victim of the whole system of exploitation. So, neither C.R. Das norVldhya Das feel the need fol'targetlng patriarchy
as an autonomous structure of exploitation and extraction of resources and feel the need for waging a struggle for its
slmuttaneous demolition and destruction.

M~=ment of Devek>prnent OrganlzaHons and
Transfo
n of Societies: The Lessons From Agragamee
Agragamee believes that a development organisation should contribute to transfonnation of societies and Its
managerial functions must embody this transfonnative thrust. Social transfonnatlon Is not possible without exemplary
physical demonstration of activism on the part of the leaders. This activism Is not merety geared towards ameliorating
the lot of the poor marginalized, and the deprived sections of society but Involves the crucial tasks of self-growth and
self•transformation.
Agragamee beHeves that buJldlng sett-managed groups and Institutions is the fundamental transformational chaUenge
before Individuals and Institutions today. Its exercises In social transformation are geared to this. In fact, self organization
and auto-creativity are Important parts of the emancipatory discourse today (on the latter. see Hegedus 1990).
Agragamee's management phHosophy and practice seems to be Inspired by these epochal concems. As one commentator
tells us: ·ettectlvety what Is at stake In self-creative society Is neither autonomy nor self-realization, but nothing other
than self-determlria1'on; that Is, the capacity of people to control their own destiny and choose their own future at any
level and In every aspect of their personal and collective llfe" (Hegedus 1990: 276).
There is always the difficult side of practice when we encounter any quest for hur.nan liberation. There is a dialectic
of vision and pradlce which any Investigation Into quest for freedom and dignity must explore. In this essay I have provided
more of the vision of this experiment and how this Influences Its practtce. There are occasional hints that we get from
· leaders themselves that their practice Is full of some gaps which call for radical thinking and transformative action. This
calls for an ethnography of practice to supplement the story that has been provided here. This ethnography or crltlcalanafyticaJ description of practice of a development organisation would not only heJp us see the lack of flt between vision
and practice but, also the dialectic between the two-the moments of and process of transformation in which vision and
practice mutually transfonn each other. Such a description also must provide the story from multiple perspectives and
points of view. It is a limitation of the current exercise that the narrative that I have provided Is mainly from the point of
view of the leaders. How do the target group look at it? Here I would Just like t'l recan the sad eye of one old man in a
village who told me that there la no stock In this vtUage grain bank. Through hls sad look he wanted to convey a message
that Agragamee should do something about It. I thought about It and wondered whether Agragamee's current practice
of matching contribution can give rise to an arrangement Hke 1: 21.e., to the amount collected by the villagers Agragamee
provides not only a matching contribution but Its double. I shared this Idea with the drector and he thought that If the
practice of matching contribution does not work then double contribution wlll not work either.

The Agragamee experiment has created ripples in a body of backwater which still today chaJlenges all the optimism
that human Imagination can have. The condition In which trlbals and other backward castes live today In places like
Kaahfpur ls simply untmaglnable. Agragamee has shown that It ls possible to change conditions of our life even In cues
of abject poverty and Indescribable exploitation If there Is a wlll to struggle and wlll to love. Creation of self-managed
groups, institutions, and frameworks of co-ordination has been the key to Agragamee's continued struggle for a better
soaety and this has cemunJy a wfder significance today not only for the management of development organisations but
also for the contemporary transformation of societies.
(This is part of a nation-wide collaborative study on the management of development organisations, sponsored by
Institute of Rural Management, Anand and co-ordinated by Professor Shanker Datta. I am most grateful to Professor
Datta for his kind lnvttatJon to partJcfpate In this study~ I am also Indebted to friends In Agragamee, Professor Ch!tta
Ranjan Das, Achyut Das, Vldhya Das, A~un Behera, Pradlp Petra, and others for their kind help without which this work
could ~ have been completed. My esteemed colleague Professor Paul P.. Appaswamy of our Institute and Professor
S.S. Sivakumar of Madru Unlveralty have enrtched me with their lnstghtful comments and I am most grateful to them for
their generosJty and criticism. Aa usual, C. KalalseM, P.S. Syamala, and Krtshna have hefped In word processing for
which my thanks are due I to them. However, I alone am responsible for any problem and Incoherence that may still
exfat In this work]
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Notes
1. During the rainy season. not having anything to eat. tribals usually go to the money lenders for borrowing money.
The money lenders give them money but only on the surety of the land or the crop of the next season. Thus when they
harvest their crop, it finds Its way to the house of the money· lenders. Thus the tribals are condemned to a tile of perpetual
starvation, debt, and bondage.
2. Haliasahl means the village of the bonc;ted labourers. Jagabalia refers to the famous deities of Orissa, Lord
Jagannath and his brother Balavadra.
3. Now there Is a move wtthln Agragamee to flx a new pay scale for Its workers but this ls not to be decided by
either the director or the core group of ac.Uvsors but by a mutually evaluative Index developed by the whole group.
4. The story of this experiment Is complex. Agragamee considers this as a failure because some of the leaders
whom It had developed to manage this co-operative probably failed It. Agragamee also says that It fell prey to the
conspiracy of monopolies like 011 Orlssa which wanted to destroy the cooperative In order to have monopolistic control
over the cheap market of the trtbals.
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Appendix
CRITERIA FOR.INDIVIDUAL SELF-EVAWATION
PART-I
Given below are 13 criteria (as worked out by the group) on the 'basis of which evaluation of the individuals and the
group would be done, by the group. Points on the basis of which numbers for each criteria are to be given are also
explained along with each criteria. Participants are requested to mark upto five (5) tor each criteria according to their
judgment based on the points given along with each criteria. A higher number means a higher reward tor the person
you have marked. Please leave a blank if your are not sure of your Judgement on any of the criteria. If you feel you
don't know the persons, please don't evaluate that member of the group. Marks are to be given in the table attached as
part II.

1. HONESTY
I.

suspect a person of dishonesty to you and to the project because of your own personal experiences with that person.

ii.

suspect a person of dishonesty because of rumors about that person.

Hi.

the person appears honest to you, but found to be dishonest to the project,

iv.

the person is honest In tus purpose, but contrary to the project.

v.

the general workings and alms and objectives of the project.

2. INITIATIVE
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

the person has no Initiative and always has to be told before he undertakes any work.
the person takes Initiative after being given the out lines of the programm~ or activity.
the person takes Initiatives to plan and Implement programmes with other members of the group.
the person takes Initiative to plan with the members of the community tor a programme or activity.
the person has the Initiative to make necessary changes In programmes In consultation with the community. the
group and the tribal animators.

3. ATTITUDE TO WORK
i.

Ii.
iii.

has no attitude to work whatsoever.
has the attitude to question after the activity/programme without asking questions.
has an unquestioning attitude to work, takes part in any activity/programme without asking questions.
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Iv.
v.

questions any activity/programme only after asking why it is implemented.
takes up an activity/programme only after being fully aware of the pros and cons of the activity and after having
questioned Its validity and relevance.

A. ATTlnJDE TOWARDS PEOPLE

i.

has a feeling of superiority or Inferiority towards his fellow workers.

ii.
iii.
iv.

is indifferent in this matter.
makes conscious effort towards equality amongst all the members of the staff.
has put peoplets Interest before self-Interest.
has the attitude to Incorporate people's Idea Into community action.

v.

5. LEADERSHIP
I.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

is a follower
is a participant, i.e. the one who does not need any leader.
is a leader In actual planning.
is a leader In project implementation.
is a leader in creating other leaders In the community.

6. PERSPECTIVES/1HINKING CAPACITY
I.
II.
iii.
Iv.

v.

has perspective for the work In which ht is involved.
has a perspective for the whole programme of which his work is a part of and is able to relate his work to tbe larger
programme.
has a perspective about the whole project in general and is able to relate his work to the larger programmes. and to
the project objectives as a whole.
has a perspective about development and change affecting our target group.
has no perspective whatsoever.

7. ABIUTY TO UVE AND WORK IN A GROUP
i.
ii.

iii.
Iv.
v.

carries out his work In isolation and does not share his experiences and Ideas with anyone.
shares his work. Ideas and experiences with only a selected group of people.

makes an effort to share his experiences, work and Ideas with all the members of the group. involves everybody in
his work.
shares himself with the target community In an walks of life.
consults the group and abide by its decision before taking any step.

8. COMMITMENT TO WORK
I.
Ii.
HI.
iv.

v.

has very little commitment to any work, loses interest half-way through an activity and is ready to hand over his
responslblllties to someone else or let the work stop.
loses interest In an activity undertaken half-way through Its Implementation but carries out the activity all the same
unwilHngly
carries out any activity undertaken with full Interest and involvement until Its completion.
is totally committed to the causes of the deprived classes.
readily takes side with the oppressed In a conflict.
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9. COMMUNITY CONTACT
i.

..

II.

iii.
iv.
v.

the person has very little relationship with the members of the target group and is not Interested in furthering It either.
the person has much interest in the target group as his particular activity requires .
the person has genuine concern for the problems and situations of the target group not necessarily limited to his
immediate activity.
goes to village himself to build up contact with the target community.
waits for the village to come to him.

1 O. ABILITY TO TAKE UP RESPONSIBILITIES
I.
if.
iii.
iv.
v.

can take up responstbilitles for his work independently.
feels responsible for the entire activity or the project of which.his work is a part.
the person feels responsible for the project in general and is capable of making decisions in matters outside his
specific area of work whenever necessary.
has already shown some lrresponslblllty In some areas of programme.
has the ability to identify his responsibilities without being told.

11. ATTITUDE TO THE PROJECT
I.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

looks upon the project as a stepping stone to furthering his career.
looks upon the project as providing a job.
looks upon the project as means of working with the deprived classes and thus furthering national development.
is aware of the project objectives and tries to work in accordance with them
is indifferent to the project objectives .

12. CAPACITY FOR EXPRESSIONS
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

the person is not very communicative and his work output is not much.
the person is full of theories and ideas and seems to be exceedingly well-informed on the development process but
does not have any significant work output.
the person has not much abHity to express himself and communicate In a group situation but is expressive and active
In the field.
the person has a good ability to communicate and express himseH and Is very active in the field.
the person doesn't believe the importance of expression.

13. INTELLECTUAL HONESTY
I.
••

II,

iii.
iv.
v.

there Is much difference between one's ideas/lheories and his actions. For example, the person talks about poor
and poverty eradication. but doesn't averse the exploitation of poor for his own ends.
has no clarity about the process of development and poverty eradication, but carries out activities
in the field.
•
can objectively look at his own short•comings and failures and make conscious efforts to change.
has high respects for others' suggestions. Ideas and experiences.
has a very high opinion of his own callber.

